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Code of Ethics

1Observe the highest standard of honesty in all my transactions, avoiding the use 
of false, confusing, inaccurate and misleading terms, descriptions and claims.

2At all times endeavor to produce photographs of a quality equal or superior 
to the samples I display; to apply my best efforts towards providing the best 

possible photographic services and to play my part in raising the general standard 
of photographic craftsmanship.

3Show a friendly spirit of cooperation to my fellow professional photographers 
and assist them whenever possible should they be in trouble or difficulty.

4At all times avoid the use of unfair competitive practices and hereby 
subscribe to the Federal Trade Commission Rules of Fair Competitive 

Practices for the professional photographic industry.

5Assist my fellow professional photographers and share my knowledge with 
them and encourage them individually and collectively to achieve and 

maintain the highest standards of quality.

6Recognize the authority of the Association in all matters relating to the 
interpretation of this code.
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Being the go-to person or expert means you … 
command a higher price.

Specializing in Non Specifics

There has been an argument amongst photographers for 
longer than I have been a photographer… specialize in 

one thing or shoot everything?
The logic holds true in many professional fields, do 

one thing really well and you will be rewarded for it. So, as 
photographers should we limit ourselves to only one type of 
photography?

I have heard it said, the benefits of limiting yourself to 
one type of photography are both in the skills you develop 
and in the marketing impact of being known for one thing. 
Being the go-to person or expert means you are possible 
busier and in theory command a higher price. I do agree with the marketing 

portion of that 
statement and so 
for that reason I 
recommend only 
marketing yourself 

in a specific area. Concentrate your efforts in a targeted field but that doesn’t 
mean you cant (or shouldn’t) take assignments in other ares (so long as you have 
the knowledge to produce quality work). The skills you learn doing any type of 
photography can be an asset in other types of image creation. Learning how to 
light a portrait is a benefit for a food photographer just like understanding how 
to create impactful architecture shots can be an asset to a wedding photographer. 
The downside to limiting yourself to one area is that if the market for that item 
drops, it is very hard to weather the downturn. 

Personally I recommend photographers specialize in a look, a style or a feel. 
Being able to create a consistent portfolio across multiple disciplines makes you a 
very strong photographer, confident and able to diversify when needed. After all, 
regardless of what we are photographing isn’t it our ability to see and manipulate 
light that makes us photographers?

I am eager to hear from every member, if you have thoughts on the group, its 
direction, and things you would like to see as a member or vendor. Please feel free 
to email me at president@ppsdc.com

 Sean Capshaw 
 President PPSDC 2014/15
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Setting Sun at The Grand Canyon
Fred Blood III

January’s Best In Nature

Continued on page 6

“I do the research and planning and
      pray that God shows up.”

As a landscape photographer you plan, you search and you wait. Then every  
  once in awhile all that goes out the window and you just run with it and 

hope that God runs with you.
 I had been researching for a Monsoon Workshop at the Grand Canyon I am 

planning, when I had a feeling I just needed to go. So I packed up the Prius and 
just ran with it.

 This shot: Setting Sun at The Grand Canyon – was one of those “Thank You 
God” shots that would have haunted me had missed it. Having walked the point 
the day before with my Sun Seeker app in hand, I had a good idea of where the 
sun would set. Shooting the sunrise just to the left of this look, I kept looking over 

my shoulder to see the canyon lighting up in an amazing 
view. So it was confirmed this was where I wanted to be for 
this sunset. I then packed up and left for the North Rim 
hoping for lightning.

 As sunset approached I walked the area again and worked on my 
presentation for the Monsoon Workshop and waited. The favorite past time of 
a Landscape photographer is waiting. I like to think of it as fishing with out the 
worms or mess. As the sun started to move to the horizon you could tell it was 
going to be special.



BEST-IN-CHILDREN 
Dapper Little Dude - Gretchen Barros

BEST-IN-DIGITAL-IMAGING 
  Winter Wonderland - Alex Semel

BEST-IN-PETS 
Cat Eyes - Kim Hales

BEST-IN-ILLuSTRATIVE
Jagged Embrace - Monica Royal
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BEST-IN-PHOTOJOuRNALISM
  Funny Car Explosion-She Goes Boom
     - Fred Blood III

BEST-IN-PORTRAITS 
Defying Gravity - Lois Fong-Sakai

Setting Sun at The Grand Canyon
Continued from page 4

When people ask “how did you get that shot?” I say “ I 
do the research and planning and pray that God shows up.” 
He showed up in a big way this evening. I shot this location 
for the next 2 hours as the sun dipped below the horizon 
and the light continued to fill the canyon. You could say the 
fishing was good. 

This is a single exposure, single edit, I did remove some 
of the reflective properties from the canyon walls so it would 
print and present better. I knew when I went to dinner this 
series of shots was going to be something special. Then just 
as my check arrived the heavens started to thunder and 
I grabbed my wet weather gear and ran for the car. Here 
comes the Monsoon and Lightning! God wasn’t finished 
showing off yet. You will have to wait until next image comp 
to see those.

Have Fun,
Fred Blood
www.FredBloodPhotography.com
www.FredBloodPhotographyWorkshops.com

2014, 2013 & 2012 Top Ten Photographer of the Year - Professional 
Photographers of CA (PPC)

2014 Photographer Of The Year - Professional Photographers of San 
Diego County - (PPSDC)

2014 Commercial Photographer Of The Year - (PPSDC)
2014 Nature Photographer Of The Year - (PPSDC)
2013 Landscape Photographer of the Year - Inland Empire Professional 

Photographers & Videographers (IEPPV)
2013 Commercial Photographer of the Year - Professional 

Photographers of Orange County CA (PPOC)
2012 Commercial Photographer of the Year - PPC
2012 Photographer of the Year - PPOC
2012 Landscape / Nature Photographer of the Year - PPOC
2011 & 2012 Photographer of the Year - IEPPV
2011 & 2012 Illustrative Photographer of the Year - IEPPV
Outdoor Photographer Magazine on line Hall of Fame Member 

Light Room Short-Cuts
Some usefull Croping keyboard short 
cuts while in the Develop module. 
I have these up on the side of my 
computer.

 r = crop tool     the rest of these are 
while you are in the crop tool

 x = switchs between landscape and 
portrait crop

 hold down cmd/ctrl = straighten 
tool (my favorite of these)

 o = rotates through Grid, Thirds, 
Diagonal, Triangle, Golden 
Ratio, Golden Spiral
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Three New Master Photographers: Sean Capshaw, Kip 
Cothran, and Jeff Davidson
By Roxyanne Young

Master of Photography. The title carries with it a superior level of quality 
in photographic skill and artistic application, as well as service to the 

Professional Photographers of America, its state and local affiliates, and other 
photographers working to improve their technical, creative, and business skills. 
Three of our members were recognized recently 
as Masters of Photography: Sean Capshaw, Kip 
Cothran, and Jeff Davidson. 

“Earning a Master of Photography degree 
is a recognition of years of hard work and brutal 
competitions,” said Sean Capshaw, current 
president of the Professional Photographers of San 
Diego County. “Yes, there is a marketing benefit, 
but it is also a measure of achievement recognized 
immediately by your peers.” Capshaw turned 
professional in 2005 and started submitting 
images to PPA competitions in 2008. Since then, 
he’s been named National Photographer of the 
Year twice, in 2011 and 2012, and earned PPSDC’s 
Wedding Photographer of the Year in 2009, 2010, 
and 2011, our Illustrative Photographer of the Year in 2010, and he earned the 
Frank Van Valkenburgh Award for Outstanding Service to the chapter in 2008. By 
anyone’s estimate, an impressive career. 

Cothran won the Van Valkenburgh in 2009 and Davidson in 2011, and they 
have similar credentials (see sidebar). All three photographers agree that earning 
a Masters is a big step in their continuing education. Jeff Davidson explained, “It 
means recognition from peers that I admire and look up to. I started working 
toward it in 2009 when I joined both PPA and PPSDC, but I started shooting 
professionally (well, at least I called myself a professional) in 2004.”

Kip Cothran joined PPA in 2007 as Trustee of West Coast School of 
Photography, and although he had entered local and state image competitions, it 
wasn’t until 2011 that he was inspired to enter at the national level. “I received a 
letter a year and a half ago from PPA stating that I needed only eight more Print 
Merits for my Masters and six more Speaking Merits for my Craftsman,” Cothran 
said. “What a way to force someone to get serious and make it a priority!”

One of Cothran’s images has just been chosen for the loan collection of 40 
images curated by PPA to represent America as a gift to the International Division. 
“We Found Gold on Wall Street” features moving water in a 30-second exposure, 
and it’s one of his favorite images. Another image of water in a 30-second exposure, 
“Running Water,” also received a Loan Merit in 2014.

Davidson cited his work, “Stoned,” as a favorite. “It was an image from a 
collaborative Medusa body paint. The image scored an overall 97 in local comp and 
did well up the chain to National.”

Capshaw looks ahead to find his favorite image. “My highest level of pride 
comes from the image I haven’t made yet. I know the image I make tomorrow 
will be better than the ones I made yesterday.” And that’s really what being a part 
of this organization is all about, improving our skills in both the business and 
craft of photography.

We Found Gold on Wall Street
- Kip Cothran

In order to earn the title 
of Master Photographer, 
a photographer must be a 
member of the Professional 
Photographers of America 
for at least 24 months, earn 
thirteen Exhibition Merits, 
and twelve additional 
Merits for attending or 
presenting educational 
workshops, and service to 
the industry.

Kip Cothran with his sponsor 



ILLuSTRATIVE

 DIGITAL

1st Year - Ken Hofheinz

NATuRE

Reach For The Stars - Fred Blood III
Listening for Dinner - Monica Royal
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Windansea Washing Machine 
- Bruce Heimbach

With Monet in Mind - Monica Royal

Looking Glass - Willie Sakai



PORTRAIT
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CHILDREN

Arboreal Living Among the Trees
- Sean Capshaw

Golden Slumber - Gretchen Barros

Can I Lick It? 
- Roxyanne Young

Sleeping Beauty - Gretchen Barros

Moto Chelsea - Sean Capshaw
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I asked if they had any advice for up-and-coming photographers.  “Start a 
collection of your favorite images you have created and review that collection 
periodically and start to note similarities,” Capshaw said. “The thing you do well and 
consistently is your style. Trying to choose a style you think will be popular and forcing 
your work into it isn’t being true to who you are. Develop your style and the client that 
appreciates that style will be drawn to you. But be truthful to who and what you are.”

Cothran, who has been a working photographer for 31 ½ years, urges newer 
photographers to never give up. “Get education like at West Coast School of 
Photography. Don’t just watch YouTube and think you are a Master Photographer. 
Learn as a working professional the Rule of Thirds, leading lines, depth and 
composition. Get a mentor! Ask someone to help grade your images before you enter 
them into Image Comp. And practice, practice, practice!”

Davidson agrees. “Keep practicing and learning. Watch others and attach 
yourself to someone whose style you admire, and work to develop your own.” And 
he cites Sean Capshaw as one of his inspirations, along with PPSDC member Amy 

Dawnelle. “Their competitive spirit and cheerleading kept me pushing 
and kept me in the game.”

Cothran finds inspiration and encouragement from his wife, Darlene, 
who, he says, “has to feel my images before they are good. If it doesn’t 
move her, she will say, ‘Next!’” His mentors, Tony Corbell and Nadia 
Salameh light a fire in him as well. He describes Corbell as “the Master 
of Life, Love, and Light…an Awesome Educator!” Salameh gives him 
feedback on his images before he enters them in competitions. “Nadia is 
the pickiest, most detailed, most incredible, supersonic and bionic person 
in the photographic industry. I will think I have an awesome image that 
might score an 86, I’ll show it to her and she will say ‘Good start! Do this, 
this, this, and this, and you may get an 86.’ All four of my images merited 
at PPA in 2014, two images went Loan and the other two received a Merit. 
Without help from my friends and mentors, I could still be waiting until 
next year!”

While he’s made a mark at the national level, too, Capshaw finds 
inspiration and support with the photographers he works with in our local chapter. 
“There is an interesting side effect from a group of people learning together. The 
learning curve seems to be accelerated, as if each achievement by an individual prompts 
the entire group to do better.” 

Here’s to raising the bar. 

Three New Master Photographers
Continued from page 7

Jeff Davidson scored a 97 with Stoned

Travel in Style by Sean Capshaw

SEAN CAPSHAW 
Master Photographer 2015 
PPA National Photographer of the year 2011, 2012
San Diego Wedding Photographer of the year 2009, 2010, 2011
San Diego Illustrative Photographer of the year 2010, F-PPSDC, F-PPC

Frank VanValkenburgh Award for Outstanding Service to PPSDC 2008

KIP COTHRAN
Master Photographer 2015
PPC Evans Kingham Award 2011
PPC Above and Beyond Presidential Award 2006
PPSDC Presidential Award 2008
PPSDC Nature Photographer of the Year 2009
PPSDC Landscape Photographer of the Year 2008
IEPPV Illustrative Photographer of the Year 2009
Frank Van Valkenburgh Award for Outstanding Service to PPSDC 2009

JEFF DAVIDSON
Master Photographer 2015 
PPA National Photographer of the Year 2011, 2012
PPSDC Photographer of the Year 2013
PPSDC Portrait Photographer of the Year 2010, 2012, 2013, 2014
PPSDC Children Photographer of the Year 2013
PPSDC Image of the Year 2010
Frank VanValkenburgh Award for Outstanding Service to PPSDC 2011

The Frank Van Valkenburgh trophy is in honor of a man who was a lifetime 
supporter of PPSDC and PPC, serving on both boards for many years. The 
Frank Van Valkenburgh trophy is awarded each year to the PPSDC member 
who has contributed outstanding service to the chapter. To learn more, 
please visit http://ppsdc.com/frank-van-valkenburgh-award
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The Red Violin - Kristi Sutton Elias

 
 

 
 

   
 

 

   
 

 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

join us for open House April 14tH

Jim Doyle - Creating a Legacy
by Ken Hofheinz

February’s outstanding speaker was Jim Doyle, PPC’s 
President last year and Chairman this year. He also made 

Master Photographer this year. Doyle shared a glimpse into 
the art, science and business of architectural and commercial 
photography. As he put it “I shoot anything that doesn’t smile.”

Doyle is very forth coming with how he shoots. When 
shooting a room find your angle, expose for the window if its 
daytime and then start 
adding lights. Doyle 
creates pools of light, with 
his flashes, lighting the 
interesting areas of the 
room. Add one light take 
a picture to make sure you 
have it right. Add another 
light … so on. 

Of the images he 
showed us the most lights 
mentioned was 18. He uses 
1000ws monolights, Pocket 
Wizards for each, all lights color balanced. He sets them at about 
head high, you can’t “scorch” the ceiling or floor. But you also 
have to hid all the lights from the camera. Doyle said that he 
usually shoots 50 to 60 images to get the one. 

The final image is one image captured in camera, not a 

composite in Photoshop. He 
does take that one capture into 
PS and pumps up the tonal 
contrast and might fix one or two lights you could still see 
in a reflection.  

Doyle always shoots at F10 and usually around 1.6 
seconds. A 20mm lens is Doyle’s go to lens.

He gives his clients a choice 
of three styles for interiors: White 
and bright, A little moody, and 
Dramatic - really moody. Make 
the client say “Wow”, make them 
happy and they will pay you and 
keep coming back.

If you want to get into 
architectural photography you 
better like ladders. This image was 
shot 20 feet in the air.

One more take away - always 
carry a hanky. Two folds of a 
hanky over a flash equals 1 stop 

and nice light.
Jim Doyle likes quotes, I like quotes also one of my 

favorite he shared was - “Whether you think you can or 
whether you think you can’t, you are right.”- Henry Ford




